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Abstract
Databases for the life sciences, especially those associated with
bioinformatics, are currently very large and complex, and there is every reason to expect that they will continue to increase in size and complexity in the future. Processing such massive databases requires high
performance and scalability. Modern distributed relational databases
can provide the necessary performance and scalability, but at the cost
of using a different logical foundation for the data. While the Semantic Web has been successfully applied to many domains of the life sciences, it has some limitations that could impede further progress in its
use, especially with respect to performance and scalability. This position paper discusses two features that would make the Semantic Web
more compatible with high performance databases without changing
its logical foundations. The two features are a notion of context and
the ability to specify joins. This paper discusses these features in more
detail as well as suggesting how they could be incorporated into the
Semantic Web.
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Context

Databases for the life sciences are currently very large and complex. As a
result, they are commonly implemented using relational databases. While
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the Semantic Web has been successfully applied to many domains of the life
sciences, it differs from relational databases with respect to how it interprets the meaning of the known facts about the world. Databases assume
a closed world: if a table does not include a record, then the corresponding
fact does not hold. In other words, each table represents everything that
is true about the mathematical relation which the table implements. The
Semantic Web, on the other hand, assumes an open world: the absence of a
fact cannot be used to make inferences. In other words, the Semantic Web
accepts the possibility that what is currently known about a relation might
not be complete.
A logical system that assumes an open world is said to be monotonic, while
a logical system that assumes a closed world is nonmonotonic. Although the
Semantic Web is monotonic, it has a construct which is closed. This is
the concept of a List. RDF has two mechanisms for specifying collections:
Containers and Lists. Containers are open: one can add a new resource to
a container at any time. By contrast, lists are closed: one can only add a
new resource to a list by retracting some previously asserted statements. In
general, it is not possible to determine the number of elements in a container,
because one can never be sure that one knows all of the elements. By contrast,
one can always determine the number of elements in any list.
The fact that there is a construct in RDF and OWL which is closed,
without violating the monotonicity of RDF or of OWL, shows that it is
possible to introduce closed constructs to a monotonic logic.
We propose to add a notion of context or situation to OWL. Situations
have been introduced in logic by Barwise[3]. More recently situations have
been used for assisting in achieving situation awareness when operating complex machinery such as nuclear power plants, ships and aircraft [4], as well
as for emergency response teams and military operations. A core ontology
for situation awareness has been developed [2, 5].
Semantically, a context is a set of statements. Roughly speaking, a context generalizes the concept of a reified statement which is already part of
RDF and OWL to a set of statements. However, the statements in a context
are real statements, i.e., they are not reified. Contexts also differ from reified
statements syntactically. A context would be specified by giving the sources
containing the statements, in the same way that an ontology imports other
ontologies. A context would be an instance of a Context class, and its sources
would be specified using a list as follows:
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<owl:Context rdf:ID="microarray-dataset-1">
<owl:sources parseType="Collection">
<owl:Source rdf:resource="file://ma-exp1.xml"/>
<owl:Source rdf:resource="file://ma-exp2.xml"/>
</owl:sources>
<owl:reasoning rdf:resource="&owl;DatabaseLogic"/>
</owl:Context>
The reasoning property specifies the kind of logic that should be used within
the context.
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Joins

The second issue considered by this paper is the increasing complexity of
information in the life sciences. RDF and OWL are capable of representing this information, but in complex data structures, closely related entities
can be distant from one another in the RDF graph. Both RDF and OWL
further exacerbate this problem by restricting to binary relations. In order
to synthesize higher-order relations using RDF, it is necessary to reify the
relations. As a result, entities that are directly related to one another via
a higher-order relation become only indirectly related via a pair of binary
relations.
For example, Gene Ontology (GO) associations can involve a series of
relationships between the term and an associated reference[1]. Here is an
excerpt that illustrates this:
<go:term rdf:about="http:...">
<go:accession>GO:0016209</go:accession>
<go:name>antioxidant activity</go:name>
...
<go:dbxref rdf:parseType="Resource">
<go:database_symbol>SP_KW</go:database_symbol>
<go:reference>Antioxidant</go:reference>
</go:dbxref>
...
In this example, the traversal from go:term to a go:reference involves
traversing at least two intermediate statements, involving two properties,
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and some references require even more traversals. The path from the GO
accession number to each the first go:reference requires traversing three edges
in the RDF graph. A join that directly associates the GO term with its dbxref
references would be defined as follows:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="dbxref_reference">
<owl:joinOf parseType="Collection">
<rdf:Property rdf:about="&go;dbxref"/>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="&go;reference"/>
</owl:joinOf>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
Using the notation of the OWL Semantics and Abstract Syntax [6], the
join of properties c and d is the property e defined as follows:
hx, yi ∈ EXTI (c) and hy, zi ∈ EXTI (d) implies hx, zi ∈ EXTI (e)
for any interpretation I.
One can join more than two properties, and one can invert properties
if necessary. A join that relates each GO accession number with its dbxref
references would be defined as follows:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="accession_dbxref">
<owl:joinOf parseType="Collection">
<owl:inverseOf>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="&go;accession"/>
</owl:inverseOf>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="&go;dbxref"/>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="&go;reference"/>
</owl:joinOf>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
Joins play a fundamental role in rules, and introducing joins to OWL
would make it possible to express the most important rules directly in OWL
rather than separately in another file. One of the purposes of the Semantic
Web is to give a well defined meaning to Web based data. Rules are an
important part of the meaning of data and should therefore be part of the
ontology rather than an independent construct.
It is easy to show that adding joins to OWL would make it an undecidable
language. For this reason joins should only be available in OWL Full which
is already undecidable.
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Conclusion

This position paper introduces two features that would make the Semantic
Web more suitable for life sciences applications that require high performance
and complex data structures. The two features are a notion of context and
the ability to specify joins. The proposed features would add important
functionality to the Semantic Web without modifying its logical foundations.
In particular, contexts would add closed world reasoning without violating
monotonicity, and joins would only be added to OWL Full which is already
undecidable.
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